Developments of composite materials with organic and inorganic components discover the new possibilities in material science. At present, the numerous kinds of polymer materials with various physical mechanical and electro physical characteristics are used as organic matrix. Numerous piezoelectric materials with various properties are as inorganic phase of composites. Such combination of composite components properties allows to create both micro and nanoactive dielectrics. In this paper there have been presented the results of mathematical modeling of the molecular structure of polymer matrix hybrid micro-and nanocomposites materials having three phases: polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) molecule, micro particle of Pb(ZrTiO3) piezoelectric and nanoparticle of (SiO2)6 dielectric (PVDF + Pb(ZrTiO3) + (SiO2)6) by using of Parameterized Model number 3 (PM3) semi empirical method. Molecular orbitals energy, potential ionization, the total electronic energy of PVDF + Pb(ZrTiO3) + (SiO2)6 nanocomposite have been calculated. The theoretical models of (SiO2)n nanoparticle, Pb(ZrTiO3) microparticle and polymer matrix of PVDF 2(h-(-chf-chf-)10-h) + (SiO2)6 + PbZrTiO3 hybrid micro-and nanocomposite are constructed. The results of calculations show that PVDF + Pb(ZrTiO3) + (SiO2)6 nanocomposite is solid, electrophile, dielectrical and stable material. The wavelength of radiated photon is   228 nm. The elasticity of PVDF + Pb(ZrTiO3) + (SiO2)6
INTRODUCTION
Active composite materials are a wide class of material used in radio engineering, electronics, optoelectronics and piezo technic, seismic-acoustic technics. The possibility of application of created piezoelectric based on the active composites is multiform beginning from the various acoustoelectric transducers, acoustic generators until using for seismic and. geophysics exploration, also for solving many problems of creating of alternative energy sources and medical-biological problems.
Developments of composite materials with organic and inorganic components discover new possibilities in material science. At present, the numerous kinds of polymer materials with various mechanical and electrical characteristics are used as organic matrix [1] . Along with this, it should note that also numerous piezoelectric materials with various properties are as inorganic phase of composites. Such combination of composite components properties allows to create both nano-and microactive dielectrics. Created such kind the micro-and nanocomposites and their hybrid have properties not inherent in organic and inorganic phases separately.
Polymer piezoelectric materials have low piezo coefficients owing to low value of stabile dipole orientation polarization as in case of piezoelectric. They have low dielectric constants 2÷15 and their low piezo-coefficients don't give a large gain in sensitivity to external actions. The composites of polymer-ferropiezoelectric type have positive properties of piezoelectric and polymers, and can have а large piezoelectric sensitivity. Ferro-piezoelectric have more thermic stability than polymer materials, but their parameters are low owing to high electric permeability.
In experimental works [1] a high-density polyethylene (or polyvinylidene fluoride) -0,4 vol.% Si02 -49,6 vol.% PZT -5H composite materials were obtained and investigated.
In this paper there have been presented the results of mathematical modeling of the molecular structure of polymer matrix hybrid micro-and nanocomposites materials having three phases: polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) molecule, microparticle of Pb(ZrTiO3) piezoelectric and nanoparticle of (SiO2)6 dielectric [2-5].
MATERIALS AND METHODS
It is known that the semi-empirical method is one of the simple variant of the molecular orbitals (MO) method [6, 7, 8] . In MO the state of the electron is described with one electron wave function so-called molecular orbital. In according of MO method each electron in molecule moves in effective field created by atoms and electrons of molecules not depended on other electrons. The electron's state is described by one electron wave function (molecule orbital).
These functions have multiple centers. That is, its expressions include a distance of electrons from nucleuses of various atoms.
There are various variants of the molecular orbitals investigations. The MO LCAO is a searching method [6] of Ui as a linear combination of atomic orbitals: 
Here cqi unknown coefficients, q  -atomic orbitals, chosen as basic functions [9] .
In (1) 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Molecular orbitals energies i of PVDF+Pb(ZrTiO3)+(SiO2)6 nanocomposite were calculated by PM3 semi empirical method noted above and presented in Table 1 .
By using these results, the total electron energy and ionization potential can be calculated, the mechanical, electrical and magnetic properties etc. can be investigated. The results of calculation of orbital's energies, ionization potentials, total electron energy of (SiO2)6 nanoparticle, Pb(ZrTiO3) microparticle, PVDF (-CHF-CHF-) polymer and PVDF+Pb(ZrTiO3)+(SiO2)6 nanocomposite by PM3 semi empirical method [7, 8] are presented in Table 2 . For each object the electrons are allocated by two on energy levels beginning from lowest one. HOMO The stability of material is calculated by formula [10] . Here, E is total energy of system, EA is total energy of A atom in system and E is a parameter characterizing the stability of system. It is considered that when E > 0 the material is unstable and when 0  E the material is stable. The results are presented in Table 2 .
The theoretical constructed models of (SiO2)6 nanoparticle, Pb(ZrTiO3) microparticle and PVDF 2(h-(-chf-chf-)10-h)+(SiO2)6+PbZrTiO3 nanocomposite are shown in figures 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
CONCLUSION
So, the electron structure of polymer matrix PVDF+Pb(ZrTiO3)+(SiO2)6 hybrid nanocomposite has been investigated by PM3 semi empirical method. The results of calculations show that PVDF+Pb(ZrTiO3)+(SiO2)6 nanocomposite is solid, electrophile, dielectrical and stable material. The wavelength of radiated photon is   228 nm. The elasticity of PVDF+Pb(ZrTiO3)+(SiO2)6 nanocomposite is more than twice the elasticity of PVDF polymer.
The theoretical models of (SiO2)n nanoparticle, Pb(ZrTiO3) microparticle and polymer matrix PVDF 2(h-(-chf-chf-)10-h)+(SiO2)6+PbZrTiO3 hybrid micro-and nanocomposite are constructed. These materials can be used for varios goals in radio engineering, electronics, optoelectronics and piezo technic, seismic-acoustic technics. 
